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Verity Group has become an Authorized Channel Partner of the PrintReleaf Exchange [PRX], the 
first technology platform to enable cloud-based forest product (e.g., paper) tracking and 
reforestation. This strategic partnership allows the company to provide your company with an 
innovative and authentic way to promote sustainable business practices and reduce the 
environmental impacts that can result from the use of forest products, such as printing. 
 
Through integrations with market-leading software applications, we accurately measure a 
customer’s paper consumption then make it actionable. Customers select where to reforest 
their consumption through our network of PrintReleaf Certified Global Reforestation Projects. 
Our cloud-based infrastructure and APIs enable seamless integration and limitless scalability.  

 
PrintReleaf collects paper consumption data from the source via third-party printer monitoring 
software installed on the device. Regardless of the origin of the paper or how it is used, 
PrintReleaf precisely measures paper consumption on-demand. A customer's paper footprint is 
represented by the aggregate total of their paper consumption across all sources over time. At 
the end of each month, each customer's cumulative paper footprint is distributed evenly to the 
reforestation projects of their choice. 
 
PrintReleaf guarantees every sheet of paper you consume will be reforested at a rate of 8,333 
sheets of standard letter (8.5 x 11” x 20lb paper) per tree (40 ft height x 7 in width). Through 
PRX, paper is automatically measured and trees are automatically releafed across PrintReleaf’s 
Certified Global Reforestation Projects, every month, to offset your environmental impact. 
 
You can manage your consumption and reforestation projects through your own online 
PrintReleaf portal. Paper consumption data is automatically updated within the portal where 
you can view their forest impact, select their global reforestation projects where you would like 
to releaf, and link your PrintReleaf account to social media channels, including Twitter and 
Facebook, as a means to promote your participation in sustainable business practices. Settings 
are interchangeable on a continual basis. 
 
We have taken great care to ensure authenticity, transparency, and security by developing 
the PrintReleaf Standard... the industry’s first standard for reforesting paper consumption. 
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